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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF ALASKA 
 

SOUTHCENTRAL FOUNDATION,  ) 
 an Alaskan corporation,   ) 
      ) 
   Plaintiff,  ) 
      ) 
vs.      ) Case No. 3:13-cv-00164-SLG 
      ) 
YVETTE ROUBIDEAUX, DIRECTOR,  ) PLAINTIFF’S MEMORANDUM IN  
U.S. INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE,   ) SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR  
      )  PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
   Defendant.  )  
                                                                        ) 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Pursuant to 25 U.S.C. §§450m-1(a) and 458aaa-10(a) of the Indian Self-Determination 

and Education Assistance Act (ISDA or Act), the Southcentral Foundation (SCF) seeks 

immediate injunctive relief to compel the Director of the Indian Health Service (IHS):  

(1) to award two contract amendments, and to pay, to SCF the agreed-upon amounts 
of $599,596 and $482,554, respectively, in program funds made available under 
the IHS national Methamphetamine and Suicide Prevention Initiative (MSPI) 
(effective Sept. 1, 2012), and the national Domestic Violence Prevention Initiative 
(DVPI) (effective Aug. 1, 2012);  

(2) to specify in the foregoing contract amendments recognizing SCF’s right to 
$223,493 and $134,999, respectively, in “indirect” contract support cost funds 
associated with the foregoing MSPI and DVPI programs funds; and  
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(3) to specify in the foregoing contract amendments SCF’s right to $48,209 and 
$42,734, respectively, in “direct” contract support cost funds associated with the 
foregoing MSPI and DVPI programs funds.1 

 
At the outset, it is important to identify what this case is not about.  The genesis of this 

dispute is not in the core amounts SCF is entitled to receive to carry out MSPI and DVPI 

activities this year.  Although the first portion of this Memorandum requests injunctive relief as 

to these sums, these sums have actually been agreed upon, and the agency simply refuses to 

award and pay them.2 

The real genesis of this dispute lies in the agency’s steadfast effort to limit its liability 

over “contract support costs” associated with these undisputed program funds.3  The agency has 

sought to limit its liability for certain contract support costs in defiance of recent Supreme Court 

decisions holding the government liable for paying all contract support costs associated with 

ISDA programs.4  The agency has done so by holding hostage the award of the undisputed MSPI 

                                                      
1 This action is brought against the Director, and in describing the ISDA this brief uses the terms 
“Secretary” and “Director” interchangeably.  This is because, insofar as relevant here, the ISDA imposes 
legal obligations on the Secretary of Health and Human Services, 25 U.S.C. §450b(i); the Secretary has 
delegated these duties to the IHS Director; and it is the Director who made the Decision below.   
 
2 The undisputed MSPI and DVPI program funds due are $599,596 and $482,554, respectively.  
Declaration of Lee Olson ¶¶13–14 (Aug. 21, 2013) (Olson Decl.).  Each sum is a combination of funds 
appropriated by Congress for fiscal years 2011 and 2012.  IHS delayed distribution of these funds until 
the current fiscal year.  Id. &8.   
 
3 See 25 U.S.C. §450j-1(a)(2) (requiring that “contract support costs” “shall be added” to the program 
funds paid under an ISDA contract); §458aaa-7(c) (“The Secretary shall provide funds under a funding 
agreement under this part in an amount equal to the amount that the Indian tribe would have been entitled 
to receive under self-determination contracts under this subchapter, including … amounts for contract 
support costs specified under section 450j-1(a)(2), (3), (5), and (6) of this title”).  “Contract support costs” 
are largely overhead (“indirect”) costs and certain employee health care and other fringe benefit (“direct”) 
costs.  See generally IHS Manual 6-3.2.D; 6-3.2.E. 
 
4 See Salazar v. Ramah Navajo Chapter, 567 U.S. ___, 132 S. Ct. 2181, 2186 (2012) (Ramah); Arctic 
Slope Native Ass’n, Ltd. v. Sebelius, 133 S. Ct. 22 (Mem.) (2012), reversing 629 F.3d 1296 (Fed. Cir. 
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and DVPI program funds until SCF capitulates to contract language which IHS believes will 

eliminate SCF’s claimed right to “direct” contract support costs associated with these funds.   

That is the core of the current dispute.  And because this year SCF has not capitulated to 

IHS’s demands regarding contract support cost language, the agency has also refused to award 

and release to SCF even the agreed-upon MSPI and DVPI program funds.  The agency has done 

so despite the ISDA’s mandate that the agency must sever agreed-upon aspects of any dispute 

and award undisputed sums to a contracting entity like SCF.5  It has done so despite the fact the 

agency’s withholding of funds has required SCF to pull funds from its reserves to keep these 

initiatives afloat.6  It has done so despite the fact these initiatives have been in place for several 

years,7 contrary to the Act’s mandate that ISDA funds may not be cut off from one year to the 

next absent a congressional elimination of the underlying appropriation.8  It has done so despite 

the ISDA’s command that all “contract support costs,” without qualification, “shall be added” to 

program amounts paid under ISDA contracts and compacts.9  And it has done so in defiance of 

congressional commands that “[e]ach provision of [Title V of the ISDA] … shall be liberally 

construed for the benefit of the Indian tribe participating in self-governance;”10 that “any 

                                                                                                                                                                           
2010), on remand Arctic Slope Native Ass’n, Ltd. v. Sebelius, 501 Fed. Appx. 957 (Fed Cir. 2012).  See 
also Cherokee Nation v. Leavitt, 543 U.S. 631 (2005).  
  
5 §458aaa-6(c)(1)(D).  (All citations in this brief to §450 et seq. (Title I) or §458aaa et seq. (Title V) are to 
Title 25 of the United States Code.) 
 
6 Olson Decl. ¶24. 
 
7 Olson Decl. ¶8. 
 
8 §450j-1(b)(2)(E); §458aaa-7(d)(1)(C)(ii)(V). 
 
9 §450j-1(a)(2); §458aaa-7(c). 
 
10 §458aaa-11(f). 
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ambiguity [in the Act] shall be resolved in favor of the Indian tribe;”11 and that “the Secretary 

shall interpret all Federal laws, Executive orders, and regulations in a manner that will facilitate 

… the inclusion of programs, services, functions, and activities (or portions thereof) and funds 

associated therewith, in the agreements entered into under [Title V] . . . .”12 

It is these events which have led SCF to invoke this Court’s special statutory authority 

under the ISDA to grant “immediate injunctive relief” in precisely such circumstances.13 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 1.  The Background Facts   

Southcentral Foundation is a “tribal organization”14 and, as such, is deemed an “Indian 

tribe”15 duly authorized to provide certain health care services to IHS patient beneficiaries and 

other eligible individuals pursuant to the Alaska Tribal Health Compact, entered into by the IHS 

Director pursuant to Title V of the ISDA, §458aaa et seq.  SCF is a co-signatory to the Compact, 

which covers numerous Tribes and tribal organizations in Alaska.  The Compact is supplemented 

by tribal-specific funding agreements generally awarded on an annual basis.16  In years (such as 

current fiscal year 2013) when SCF and IHS have been unable to reach agreement on language 

pertaining to “contract support costs,” a new funding agreement has not been executed and the 

                                                                                                                                                                           
 
11 Id. 
 
12 §458aaa-11(a)(1). 
 
13 §450m-1(a); see also §458aaa-10(a) (“For the purposes of section 450m-1 of [Title 25], the term 
‘contract’ shall include compacts and funding agreements entered into under [Title V].”). 
 
14 §450b(l). 
 
15 §458aaa(b). 
 
16 §458aaa-4(a). 
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prior year’s funding agreement has remained in effect for the subsequent fiscal year (with 

appropriate funding modifications to continue compacted operations in the new year).17 

 Among the activities which SCF has operated pursuant to its recent funding agreements 

are programs to address methamphetamine use, suicide and domestic violence among Native 

Americans.  Congress has been appropriating funds to support the first two of these activities 

(the MSPI initiative) since fiscal year 2008.18  It has been appropriating funds for domestic 

violence prevention programs (the DVPI initiative) since fiscal year 2009.19  Congress left the 

allocation of MSPI and DVPI funds to the agency’s discretion.20  Congress did so in order to 

allow IHS to “target the areas with the highest needs in Indian country.”21 

 Following agency delays in distributing these funds, MSPI funds began to be awarded to 

SCF through the Compact and individual funding agreements in August 2009 (almost the end of 

fiscal year 2009).  Additional funds were awarded in August 2010.  Since the combined amounts 

so awarded were sufficient for three fiscal years, the next scheduled MSPI award was to be 

August 2012.   

DVPI funds began to be awarded in August 2010, a second round of awards occurred in 

August 2011, and the next scheduled award of DVPI funds was to be August 2012.   

                                                      
17 §458aaa-4(e). 
 
18 Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2008, Pub. L. No. 110-161, 121 Stat. 1844, 2135 (2007). 
 
19 Omnibus Appropriations Act, 2009, Pub. L. No. 111-8, 123 Stat. 524, 735 (2009). 
 
20 E.g., 123 Stat. at 735 (“the amounts available under this proviso [for DVPI] shall be allocated at the 
discretion of the Director of the Indian Health Service”).  
 
21 H.R. REP. NO. 110-187, at 6 (2007). 
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The current dispute arises out of the two awards which should have occurred in August 

and September 2012 as amendments to SCF’s FY 2012 funding agreement.  The actual amounts 

are not in dispute, as SCF accepted the sums IHS specified in the contract amendment 

documents.22 But since IHS has not timely awarded the September 2012 MSPI and August 2012 

DVPI funds to SCF, SCF has continued to operate the programs for the past year by drawing 

upon its reserves.23 

 The award of these funds in SCF’s funding agreements has not been without controversy.  

In the first award of MSPI funds (effective Sept. 1, 2009), IHS insisted upon language which, as 

IHS saw it, would waive any right SCF would otherwise have under the ISDA to contract 

support costs.24 At the same time, however, the language adding the funds also said the agency 

would report to Congress on SCF’s contract support cost needs associated with the MSPI 

program—implying SCF did have a legal right to such funds25—and, in fact, the agency 

subsequently reported to Congress on the contract support costs due SCF and other recipients of 

MSPI funds in FY 2009.26  (This occurred as part of the agency’s legally-mandated annual report 

to Congress on deficiencies in agency contract support cost payments.27)  The IHS Director also 

                                                      
22 Exh. 7 at 1; Exh. 10 at 1; Olson Decl. &&13–15. 
 
23 Olson Decl. &24. 
 
24 Exh. 2 at 2. 
 
25 Id. 
 
26 INDIAN HEALTH SERV., DEP’T OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVS., FISCAL YEAR 2010 REPORT TO 

CONGRESS ON FUNDING NEEDS FOR CONTRACT SUPPORT COSTS 7 (2012), available at 
http://www.ncai.org/policy-issues/tribal-governance/budget-and-approprations/contract-support) 
(identifying “a total CSC need of $3,685,676 associated with FY 2009 MSPI-funded projects”). 

27 §450j-1(c)(2). 
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wrote that for contract support cost purposes, MSPI and DVPI funds were to be treated 

identically to other ISDA funds newly added to an ISDA agreement.28  These potentially 

inconsistent provisions carried over to the September 1, 2010 award of MSPI funds,29 and were 

also repeated in the August 1, 2010 award of DVPI funds.30   

In August 2011 the agency changed course and developed language acknowledging that 

SCF was entitled to full contract support costs, both “direct” and “indirect,” associated with the 

DVPI funds paid that year.31  (As noted earlier, the periodic MSPI awards skipped the August 

2011 cycle.)  But the 2011 DVPI contract amendment did not specify precisely how much SCF 

was entitled to for these contract support costs, and now included a provision stating that SCF 

would actually “receive” zero sums (“$_0_”) for these costs.32  (This occurred one month before 

the Tenth Circuit ruled unlawful an IHS demand that a Tribe agree to contract language stating 

that IHS “owes the Tribe $0 in CSC funds,” a decision the Supreme Court left undisturbed after 

the Court’s Ramah decision.33)  Despite the zero payment amounts—and despite the agency’s 

current position that SCF is not entitled to “direct” contract support costs—the agency included 

at least SCF’s “direct” contract support cost requirement associated with its MSPI and DVPI 

                                                                                                                                                                           
 
28 Exh. 3 at 1 (letter of Jan. 13, 2010 from Director Roubideaux to Jefferson Keel, Chairman, IHS Tribal 
Self-Governance Advisory Committee).  
 
29 Exh. 4 at 1 (noting the Amendment “continues the terms and conditions of [the 2009] amendment”).  
 
30 Exh. 5 at 2.   
 
31 Exh. 6 at 2. 
 
32 Id. 
 
33 Southern Ute Indian Tribe v. Sebelius, 657 F.3d 1071, 1082 (10th Cir. 2011), cert. denied 133 S. Ct. 24 
(2012). 
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funds in the agency’s subsequent contract support cost shortfall report to Congress.34 

2.  The Intervening Supreme Court Decisions on Contract Support Costs   

 By the time the August 2012 cycle for new MSPI and DVPI amendments rolled around, 

the Supreme Court had spoken in the Ramah contract support cost litigation.35  The Court had 

also vacated and remanded a parallel decision favoring IHS in the Arctic Slope litigation,36 and it 

had denied certiorari in the Tenth Circuit Southern Ute decision against IHS.37  The June 2012 

Ramah decision closely adhered to Cherokee v. Leavitt,38 a 2005 decision involving IHS’s 

contract support cost obligations.39   

The Ramah and Cherokee decisions held that tribal contractors were entitled to be paid 

their full contract support costs associated with carrying out government contracts awarded under 

Titles I and V of the ISDA.  The decisions also held that the insufficiency of agency 

appropriations to, collectively, cover all contract obligations did not alter the government’s 

liability to each contractor.40  Thus, if the government failed to pay the full contract support cost 

                                                      
34 INDIAN HEALTH SERV., DEP’T OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVS., FISCAL YEAR 2011 REPORT TO 

CONGRESS ON FUNDING NEEDS FOR CONTRACT SUPPORT COSTS 4 (undated), available at 
http://www.ncai.org/policy-issues/tribal-governance/budget-and-approprations/contract-support) 
(including these costs in column I).  Whether IHS intends to argue, based upon the language of the 
amendments, that SCF has waived any of its FY 2009, 2010 and 2011 rights to damages for unpaid 
contract support costs remains to be seen (although that has been the thrust of all these agency efforts).   
 
35 132 S. Ct. 2181. 
 
36 133 S. Ct. 22. 
 
37 133 S. Ct. 24. 
 
38 543 U.S. 631 (2005). 
 
39 See Ramah, 132 S. Ct. at 2188–90 (discussing and applying Cherokee). 
 
40 Cherokee, 543 U.S. at 638–39; Ramah, 132 S. Ct. at 2190. 
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requirement due a tribal contractor—and even if the reason was an exhaustion of the agency’s 

total available appropriation—the contractor nonetheless retains a right to recover damages 

under the Contract Disputes Act.41 

The Supreme Court in Ramah left undecided one issue concerning the Anti-Deficiency 

Act (ADA).42  That Act generally prohibits the making of contracts in excess of appropriations.  

The Court’s decision suggested in footnote 7—but importantly did not decide—that, to the extent 

the ISDA requires an agency to award multiple contracts which collectively exceed 

appropriations available to pay all the contracts, the ISDA constitutes an exception to the ADA.43  

Since an ADA violation carries criminal penalties, in developing new contract language the 

agency sought to develop terms distinguishing between a contractor’s entitlement to full contract 

support costs, and the lesser amounts the agency intends to pay due to limited overall 

appropriations.  On August 10, 2012, IHS and tribal attorneys completed negotiations over new 

contract support cost language which the agency agreed accommodated its concerns.44  The 

language identified a tribal contractor’s full contract support cost requirement for “indirect” 

contract support costs and for “direct” contract support costs, and then recited how much the 

agency actually anticipated paying against those requirements.  In the event of a shortfall, the 

concluding paragraph left the contractor free to pursue contract damage remedies against the 

government. 

                                                      
41 Ramah, 132 S. Ct. at 2193–94 (discussing 41 U.S.C. §7101). 
 
42 31 U.S.C. §1341(a)(1)(A). 
 
43 Ramah, 132 S. Ct. at 2193 n.7.  
 
44 Exh. 9 at 3, 1–2. 
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3.  The August 2012 Events 

On August 21, 2012, IHS advised SCF that SCF had been awarded $599,596 in MSPI 

funds for the new funding cycle.45  For this purpose IHS proposed “Amendment No. 15” to 

SCF’s funding agreement.  Paragraph III-A of that proposal addressed contract support cost 

issues, but it did not reflect the “model” contract support cost language which had been 

negotiated on August 10.46  Among other things, it did not identify SCF’s full contract support 

cost requirement for “indirect” and “direct” contract support costs.   

At first, SCF proposed simply adopting a cross-reference to the August 10 language 

being readied for the overall funding agreement.   But IHS objected to changing any aspect of the 

MSPI contract amendment.  Offers and counteroffers followed, but eventually it appeared IHS 

agreed to restate the August 10 model language inside the MSPI amendment itself (the language 

which included estimating precise amounts of SCF’s “direct” and “indirect” contract support cost 

requirements).47  But when SCF sought to engage IHS personnel about those amounts, they 

balked and eventually the IHS lead negotiator declared SCF was not entitled to any “direct” 

contract support costs whatsoever (although IHS agreed SCF was entitled to “indirect” costs).48  

All efforts to forge common ground thus foundered on IHS’s insistence that SCF was not entitled 

to “direct” contract support costs associated with these programs.49  Indeed, IHS insisted, and 

                                                      
45 Exh. 10 at 1. 
 
46 Exh. 11 at 5.   
 
47 Exh. 12 at 1, 3–4. 
 
48 Exh. 15 at 1; Olson Decl. ¶¶19–21. 
 
49 Supra 10 n.48. 
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some other tribal contractors agreed, that the contract language had to state that the “CSC 

requirement . . . has been estimated to be . . . $0 for direct CSC . . . .”50  SCF refused to capitulate 

to IHS’s demand, concerned that such a statement might constitute a waiver of any future claim 

to damages over the agency’s failure to pay these costs.51  In the ensuing weeks SCF reviewed its 

contract support calculations with IHS in preparation for a final offer.  

Similar events played out for the DVPI funds.  In July 2012, IHS informed SCF that the 

next DVPI funding cycle would be for $482,554.52  IHS proposed “Amendment 14,” containing 

in Paragraph III-A the same contract support language as in the MSPI amendment.53  The 

negotiations were handled together with the MSPI negotiations, and ended the same way:  with 

IHS asserting SCF was not entitled to any “direct” contract support costs.  

So long as SCF rejected what it believed to be an illegal contract term, IHS refused to pay 

SCF any DVPI or MSPI funding—funding which had been due in August and September of 

2012.  Accepting that IHS would not yield on its opposition to “direct” contract support costs, 

SCF finally offered to execute amendments covering the agreed-upon terms (the MSPI and 

DVPI funds, plus the associated “indirect” contract support costs), and to litigate the issue of 

“direct” contract support costs.  But as this litigation shows, IHS refused even this modest 

proposal.  

  

                                                      
50 Exh. 16 at 2; Exh. 17 at 2 (emphasis added). 
 
51 Olson Decl. &20. 
 
52 Exh. 7 at 1.   
 
53 Exh. 8 at 2. 
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4.  The Immediate Events Leading to this Lawsuit   

The ISDA treats alike proposal/declinations under Title I and final-offer/rejections under 

Title V, the major difference being the former triggers a 90-day review period, while the latter 

(applicable here) triggers a 45-day review period.54  In both instances, Congress has instructed 

the Secretary to sever agreed-upon terms from disputed terms, and to award the former while 

declining or rejecting the latter.55  Both provisions expressly state they apply to funding disputes.   

Based upon the parties’ conduct through 2012 and early 2013, the parties were in 

agreement about the core funding amounts due under the MSPI and DVPI initiatives, as well as 

SCF’s eligibility for “indirect” contract support costs.  After nearly a year of negotiations, the 

only remaining dispute centered on SCF’s eligibility for “direct” contract support costs.56  Given 

the ISDA’s requirement that agreed-upon terms be severed and awarded, on June 25, 2013, SCF 

separated the two issues into two letters.  One letter went to the local Alaska Area Director for 

IHS and covered the undisputed issues (the MSPI and DVPI funds, plus “indirect” contract 

support costs).57  The other letter went to the IHS Director and addressed the “direct” contract 

support cost dispute.58 

                                                      
 
54 §450f(a)(2) (Title I); §§458aaa-6(b)–(c) (Title V). 
 
55 §450f(a)(4) (Title I); §458aaa-6(c)(1)(D). 
 
56 Olson Decl. ¶23. 
 
57 Exh. 19. 
 
58 Exh. 20. 
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 By a Decision Letter dated August 7, 2013, the IHS Director considered the letters 

together and unexpectedly rejected both.59  The Director, as expected, rejected SCF’s position on 

direct contract support costs, and she explained that rejection. 60  But in a turnabout, the Director 

also rejected SCF’s contract amendments as to “indirect” costs (accompanied by an explanation 

for her rejection).  Finally, the Director rejected SCF’s request for the basic MSPI and DVPI 

program funds.  Importantly, the Director’s Decision never explained why she was rejecting the 

award of the basic program amounts. 

 This action followed. 

STANDARD FOR ISSUANCE OF AN INJUNCTION 
UNDER THE ISDA 

 
 This case involves a special statutory injunction authorized by the second sentence of 25 

U.S.C. §450m-1(a): 

In an action brought under this paragraph, the district courts may order 
appropriate relief including money damages, injunctive relief against any action 
by an officer of the United States or any agency thereof contrary to this 
subchapter or regulations promulgated thereunder, or mandamus to compel an 
officer or employee of the United States, or any agency thereof, to perform a 
duty provided under this subchapter or regulations promulgated hereunder 
(including immediate injunctive relief to reverse a declination finding under 
section 450f(a)(2) of this title or to compel the Secretary to award and fund an 
approved self-determination contract). 

                                                      
59 Exh. 21 at 1 (Decision Letter). 
 
60 Decision Letter at 13–14.  Although it is legally insignificant, the Decision Letter incorrectly states that 
on January 9, 2013, the Co-Signers (and, by implication, SCF) agreed to language stating the direct 
contract support cost need was zero.  See Decision Letter at 3; Exh. 13 at 1 (included as Exh. 3 to 
Decision Letter).  In fact, however, the agreement reached that date was for language estimating the 
actual “direct” contract support cost need.  See Exh. 18 at 2 (included as Exh. 4 to Decision Letter); Exh. 
14 at 1 (included as Exh. 5 to Decision Letter).  The Decision Letter omits a key document from IHS Area 
Lead Negotiator Max Tahsuda agreeing to language showing $XX—not zero—shown for direct contract 
support, and notes Mr. Tahsuda “will need to coordinate with the Alaska Area on the details of 
determining amounts for” the direct and indirect contract support cost needs.  Exh. 12 at 1, 3. 
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(Emphasis added.)  This unusually strong language gives rise to a “‘necessary and inescapable 

inference’” that Congress intended to “‘restrict[] the court’s jurisdiction in equity’” to issue 

injunctions, and to facilitate the issuance of immediate injunctions whenever statutory violations 

occur.61  The usual equitable factors concerning the weighing of harms and the adequacy of 

remedies at law thus do not apply, and SCF need only show the Director violated the Act by 

failing to approve and implement the tendered contract terms. 

 Section 450m-1(a)’s legislative history confirms that Congress added the parenthetical 

language precisely to expedite the swift award of disputed contracts which the agency either had 

unlawfully rejected (as in Susanville Indian Rancheria v. Leavitt 62) or had simply refused to 

fund (as in Seneca Nation of Indians v. DHHS63).  The controlling Senate Report makes plain 

that the parenthetical language was added “to clarify the right of contractors to seek immediate 

judicial relief to review a declination finding or to secure the award and funding of an approved 

contract, without first invoking further administrative levels of appeal or similar ‘exhaustion’ 

procedures which could further delay the contracting process.”64  Indeed, the original 1988 

                                                      
61 Owner-Operator Indep. Drivers Ass’n v. Swift Transp. Co., Inc., 367 F.3d 1108, 1112 (9th Cir. 2004) 
(quoting Porter v. Warner Holding Co., 328 U.S. 395, 398 (1946)).  Compare id. at 1113 (explaining that 
under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, it would be unreasonable to infer that Congress intended 
to authorize the courts, “in the name of equity, to enjoin every violation of the statute” as being necessary 
to carry out “the congressional purpose” underlying the statute).  Whether a statutory injunction provision 
supplants a court’s usual equity power turns on the terms used, as enlightened by the legislative history.  
Id. at 1114.  A routine authorization for injunctive relief—as in a statute which simply provides that “[a] 
person may bring a civil action for injunctive relief for violations [of certain regulations]”—will 
ordinarily not suffice.  Id. (considering 49 U.S.C. §14704(a)(1)). 
 
62 Susanville Indian Rancheria v. Leavitt, No. 2:07-cv-259-GEB-DAD, 2008 WL 58951 (E.D. Cal. Jan. 3, 
2008) (involving unlawful failure to approve contract language). 
 
63 Seneca Nation of Indians v. Dep’t of Health and Human Servs., Civil Action No. 12-1494 (RMC), 2013 
WL 2255208 (D.D.C. May 23, 2013). 
 
64 S. REP. NO. 103-374, at 13 (1994); H.R. REP. NO. 103-554, at 3 (1994) (same). 
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version of §450m-1(a) reflected sharp congressional criticism of repeated agency misconduct in 

the approval and award of contract terms, and in the funding of approved contracts: 

The amendments made by [§450m-1(a)] are necessary to give self-determination 
contractors viable remedies for compelling BIA and IHS compliance with the 
Self-Determination Act.  The strong remedies provided in these amendments are 
required because of those agencies’ consistent failures over the past decade to 
administer self-determination contracts in conformity with the law.  Self-
determination contractors’ rights under the Act have been systematically violated 
particularly in the area of funding indirect costs.  Existing law affords such 
contractors no effective remedy for redressing such violations.  Tribal contractors 
are denied access to injunctive relief to compel agency compliance with the law 
where the effect of any court order would be to require the Federal government to 
add funds to the plaintiff's contract.65 
 

As this history underscores, Congress plainly intended §450m-1(a) to replace the usual equitable 

rules for the issuance of mandatory injunctions.  

In sum, so long as SCF can establish that IHS violated its statutory obligations in failing 

to award SCF’s contract amendments, SCF is entitled to “immediate injunctive relief” under 

§450m-1(a).  No other factors need be considered in weighing the issuance of such relief.  

ARGUMENT 

I . SCF IS ENTITLED TO THE AWARD OF TWO CONTRACT AMENDMENTS 
AUTHORIZING IMMEDIATE PAYMENT OF ITS MSPI AND DVPI FUNDS IN 
THE AMOUNTS OF $599,596 AND $482,554, RESPECTIVELY. 
 

 IHS long ago determined, and SCF long ago agreed, that the correct ISDA program 

amounts for MSPI and DVPI funds to be added to SCF’s funding agreement in late FY 2012 (for 

                                                                                                                                                                           
 
65 S. REP. NO. 100-274, at *37 (1987).  See also id. at *34 (“The Committee amendment affords self-
determination contractors the opportunity to secure injunctive relief against the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
or the Indian Health Service for violations of the Self-Determination Act (or the terms of contracts under 
the Act) rather than being put to the cost of having to file multiple, annual claims to recover contract 
damages resulting from such violations, while the same violations continue unchecked.”). 
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performance into FY 2013) are $599,596 and $482,554, respectively.66  There is no lawful 

reason for withholding these agreed-upon sums from SCF. 

 Although IHS initially handles MSPI and DVPI funds through a grant mechanism, once 

SCF’s grant amounts are determined they are added by amendment into SCF’s Title V funding 

agreement for the relevant year.  This is precisely how MSPI and DVPI funds have historically 

been transferred to SCF.67  This past practice is consistent with the ISDA, which is perfectly 

clear on the point.  By law, SCF’s funding agreement authorizes it to “administer” various 

programs “carried out for the benefit of Indians,”68 “including grants . . . with respect to which 

Indian tribes or Indians are primary or significant beneficiaries, [and which are] administered by 

the Department of Health and Human Services through the Indian Health Service.”69  This 

provision confers upon Tribes a right to contract for funds that are “‘specifically targeted to 

Indians and not merely programs that collaterally benefit Indians as part of the broader 

population . . . .’”70  There is no dispute the MSPI and DVPI initiatives are such grants, they are 

for the “benefit of Indians” and they are “administered” by IHS—indeed, Congress expressly 

                                                      
66 Exh. 7 at 1; Exh. 10 at 1; Olson Decl. ¶¶13–15. 
 
67 Olson Decl. ¶8 (explaining transfer of MSPI and DVPI funds to SCF since FY 2010).  See also Exh. 4 
(SCF Funding Agreement Amendment No. 10, adding $299,798 of MSPI) and Exh. 5 (adding $241,277 
of DVPI in FY 2010 appropriated funds to SCF’s contract in late FY 2011 for performance extending into 
FY 2012).  (The amounts of the undisputed payments at issue here are double the amounts paid in the 
preceding year because the agency had been behind by one year in the award of the subject funds.  Olson 
Decl. ¶8.)    
 
68 §458aaa-4(b)(1). 
 
69 §458aaa-4(b)(2). 
 
70 Hoopa Valley Indian Tribe v. Ryan, 415 F.3d 986, 991 (9th Cir. 2005) (quoting Navajo Nation v. Dep’t 
of Health and Human Servs., 325 F.3d 1133, 1138 (9th Cir. 2003) (en banc)). 
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created them within the annual Acts appropriating funds to the Indian Health Service.71 

IHS’s insistence otherwise faces an insurmountable barrier.  The Director carries a heavy 

burden when rejecting a funding or contracting proposal:  she must make “a specific finding that 

clearly demonstrates or that is supported by a controlling legal authority . . . that . . . the amount 

of funds proposed in the final offer exceeds the applicable funding level to which the Indian 

Tribe is entitled under this [Act] . . . .”72  In any ensuing “civil action” “the Secretary shall have 

the burden of demonstrating by clear and convincing evidence the validity of the grounds for 

rejecting the offer . . . .”73  IHS’s objections fall far short of these high standards. 

First, IHS argues that the MSPI and DVPI funds are not subject to Title V of the ISDA.74  

That contention was newly-minted for the Decision below, for the parties’ conduct shows that 

IHS has always viewed these funds as payable under Title V, has entered into Title V 

amendments in the past (and currently with other Tribes) to pay these funds, and has calculated 

at least indirect contract support costs on these funds—none of which would be the case were 

these funds not subject to the ISDA.  Even now, IHS agrees that indirect contract support costs 

are payable on these funds, as made plain in the Decision,75 in the MSPI and DVPI amendments 

                                                      
71 E.g., 123 Stat. at 735. 
 
72 §458aaa-6(c)(1)(A) (emphasis added). 
 
73 §458aaa-6(d) (emphasis added).  Title I contains nearly as stringent a standard.  §450f(e) (noting 
Secretarial burden to “clearly demonstrat[e] the validity of the grounds for declining the contract 
proposal”). 
 
74 Decision Letter at 8–11. 
 
75 Decision Letter at 15. 
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proposed to SCF for these very funds, and in other Tribes’ MSPI/DVPI funding agreement 

amendments expressly referencing the ISDA and its contract support cost provisions.76   

Second, IHS argues that the “discretionary” nature of these funds places them outside the 

ISDA.77  But virtually all IHS funds are discretionary,78 so this, too, is nonsense.  The only 

standard to judge whether funds are subject to the ISDA is found in the terms of the ISDA.  And 

on this point the ISDA could not be clearer.  Title V broadly sweeps in “all programs, services, 

functions and activities (or portions thereof), that are carried out for the benefit of Indians 

because of their status as Indians . . . .”79  These covered “programs, services, functions and 

activities” “include[e] grants.”80  The grant funds at issue here were enacted as part of the 

appropriations for the Indian Health Service, and thus are plainly “for the benefit of Indians.”  To 

suggest otherwise goes beyond frivolous. 

In sum, the agency falls far short of the necessary showing—a showing by “clear and 

convincing evidence [supporting] the validity of” its position—that the ISDA does not apply to 

the MSPI and DVPI funds.  No “controlling legal authority” establishes this proposition, and no 

“specific finding” has been offered which “clearly demonstrates” its validity.  Since these are the 

only bases for arguing that the ISDA does not apply, and because the Director’s Decision offers 

no other explanation for failing to execute an amendment adding the MSPI and DVPI funds to 

                                                      
76 Exh. 16 at 2; Exh. 17 at 2. 
 
77 Decision Letter at 8–9. 
 
78 Lincoln v. Vigil, 508 U.S. 182, 192 (1993). 
 
79 §458aaa-4(b)(1) (emphasis added). 
 
80 §458aaa-4(b)(2). 
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SCF’s funding agreement, SCF is entitled to immediate injunctive relief ordering the award and 

payment of these funds by appropriate contract amendment. 

That the Director disagrees about other funds—contract support cost funds, but not the 

MSPI and DVPI program funds—is irrelevant.  That is, even were the agency correct about the 

contract support cost issues (and she isn’t), a disagreement over those funds cannot form a lawful 

basis for refusing to pay undisputed funds.  As Title V makes perfectly clear, a tribal contractor 

has “the option of entering into the severable portions of a final proposed compact or funding 

agreement, or provision thereof, (including a lesser funding amount, if any) that the Secretary did 

not reject . . . .”81  The Director cannot hold the MSPI and DVPI funds hostage to other issues in 

dispute in the hope that SCF will capitulate to the agency’s demands on those issues.   The 

Director’s refusal to transfer the MSPI and DVPI funds to SCF is therefore contrary to law and 

IHS should be ordered to transfer those funds at once.82  

II. SCF IS ENTITLED TO THE AWARD OF TWO CONTRACT AMENDMENTS 
RECOGNIZING SCF’S RIGHT TO “INDIRECT” CONTRACT SUPPORT 
COSTS SUPPORTING THE MSPI AND DVPI INITIATIVES IN THE 
AMOUNTS OF $223,493 AND $134,999, RESPECTIVELY.  

 
 SCF proposed indirect contract support cost funding levels of $223,493 associated with 

the MSPI funds, and $134,999 associated with the DVPI funds.83  The methodology to derive 

                                                      
81 §458aaa-6(c)(1)(D).  Title I similarly provides that when the Secretary objects to a funding level, she 
must still award the lesser undisputed amount.  §450f(a)(4). 
 
82 If a contract amendment is deemed approved by operation of law “when the Secretary fail[s] to [timely] 
respond,” see Seneca Nation, 2013 WL 2255208, at *16, then it is equally deemed approved by operation 
of law when the Director’s attempted rejection fails because it does not meet the statute’s rigorous 
standard.  Under the Act, an insufficient rejection is equivalent to no rejection at all.  See §458aaa-6(b). 
 
83 The MSPI indirect contract support cost amount of $223,493 is comprised of $206,861 associated with 
the MSPI program (Exh. 18 at 2) plus $16,632 of indirect associated with the direct contract support cost 
amount (Exh. 19 at 2).  See IHS Manual 6.3.4E(1) & 6.3.2E(1) (computing indirect on a base which 
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these sums is simple:  SCF applied its agency-approved indirect cost rate issued by the HHS 

Division of Cost Allocation to the program amounts.84  This is also the methodology SCF and 

IHS applied to the balance of SCF’s compact funds.  And, it is the methodology prescribed in the 

IHS Manual for determining indirect contract support cost requirements.85  It is no mystery. 

The Director’s only asserted basis for rejecting SCF’s proposal is to assert a negative:  

that “IHS cannot verify that these amounts meet the definition of CSC; as a result, these amounts 

would be in excess of the applicable funding level . . . .”86  The Director adds:  “IHS is unable to 

determine if any of the CSC are duplicative of costs included in the MSPI/DPI awards,” and 

“IHS has reason to believe that some of the CSC that SCF is requesting could be duplicative of 

costs already covered by the MSPI/DVPI awards.”87 

Such speculation falls far below the high threshold Congress established for a “rejection” 

of a final offer.  The rejection is not supported by a “specific finding” that “clearly demonstrates” 

that IHS is correct in its assertion that the indirect costs SCF seeks are higher than the statutory 

standard for the award of “administrative” contract support costs.88  IHS’s position is particularly 

vulnerable since SCF and IHS have been contracting for years, SCF’s indirect cost 

methodologies have not changed, and IHS has all of SCF’s audits and related indirect cost 

                                                                                                                                                                           
includes direct contract support costs).  The DVPI indirect amount of $134,999 is similarly comprised of 
$124,016 plus $10,983 (Exh. 18 at 5; Exh. 19 at 3). 
 
84 Olson Decl. ¶27. 
 
85 IHS Manual 6-3.2.E(1). 
 
86 Decision Letter at 12. 
 
87 Id. (emphasis added). 
 
88 §450j-1(a)(3)(A)(ii). 
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materials.89   

In effect, the Director’s Decision would place the burden on SCF to demonstrate more in 

the way of justification for the amounts requested.  As in Seneca “the Secretary fundamentally 

misunderstands the burden placed on her by the statute.  The Secretary bears the burden of 

‘clearly demonstrating the validity of the grounds for declining [a] contract proposal (or portion 

thereof),’ 25 U.S.C. § 450f(e)(1); it is not [SCF]’s burden to justify the validity of its position.”90  

In sum, the Director has acted unlawfully in denying SCF “indirect” contract support 

costs associated with the MSPI and DVPI funds.  SCF is entitled to the award of a contract 

amendment at the indirect contract support cost levels stated in its proposal. 

III. SCF IS ENTITLED TO A CONTRACT AMENDMENT RECOGNIZING SCF’S 
RIGHT TO “DIRECT” CONTRACT SUPPORT COSTS SUPPORTING THE 
MSPI AND DVPI INITIATIVES IN THE AMOUNTS OF $48,209 AND $42,734, 
RESPECTIVELY. 

 
SCF proposed direct contract support cost funding levels of $48,209 associated with the 

MSPI funds, and $42,734 associated with the DVPI funds.  “Direct” contract support costs are 

comprised mostly of tribal fringe benefits that exceed the portion of federal fringe benefits 

which, on average, are transferred to a Tribe within a program budget.  SCF applied this 

difference in fringe benefit rates to the “salaries” portion of its approved MSPI and DVPI 

program budgets to arrive at the “direct” contract support cost requirement associated with each 

program.91 

                                                      
89 Olson Decl. &32. 
 
90 Seneca Nation, 2013 WL 2255208, at *16. 
 
91 Olson Decl. ¶¶ 29–31. 
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A. There Is No Basis In Law For Rejecting SCF’s Direct Contract Support 
Costs Based On The Asserted “Non-Recurring” Nature Of The MSPI And 
DVPI Programs. 

  
The Director’s position on direct contract support costs is hopelessly confused and 

internally inconsistent.  On the one hand, the Director acknowledges that “indirect” (or, as the 

statute puts it, “administrative”) contract support costs are due on MSPI and DVPI funds, 

consistent with the provisions of §§450j-1(a)(2) and (3)(A)(ii) (discussing “administrative or 

other expense related to the overhead incurred by the tribal contractor”).92  She has in the past 

accepted funding agreement language acknowledging this position;93 she has proposed current 

funding agreement language acknowledging this position;94 and (but for quibbling about 

speculative “duplicative costs”) even today she recognizes SCF’s right to indirect contract 

support costs.  She has even reported to Congress on the total contract support costs required by 

ISDA contractors like SCF to carry out MSPI programs, including indirect and direct (reports 

prepared pursuant to the contract support cost reporting provisions of ISDA §450j-1(c)(2)).95 

On the other hand, the Director now takes the position that so-called “direct” contract 

support costs are not due on the same MSPI and DVPI funds.96  The Director makes this 

argument despite her earlier shortfall reports to Congress and despite the fact the ISDA’s 

                                                      
92 Decision Letter at 15. 
 
93 Exh. 6 at 2. 
 
94 Exh. 8 at 2; Exh. 11 at 5. 
 
95 Supra n.24. 
 
96 Exh. 15 at 1.  We say “now” because the Director has in the past included SCF’s direct contract support 
cost requirement associated with the MSPI program in her annual contract support cost shortfall reports to 
Congress.  Olson Decl. &21. 
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provisions on “direct” and “administrative” costs make no distinction as to the types of 

“programs, services, functions and activities” to which they apply.   Forging ahead, IHS conjures 

up the notion that it only has an obligation to pay “direct” contract support costs under §§450j-

1(a)(2) and (3)(A)(i) when the underlying program is “recurring.”97  The Director then reasons 

that MSPI and DVPI funds are not such “recurring” funds—although they have in fact recurred 

every year since the initiatives began in 2008 (MSPI) and 2009 (DVPI)—and that, accordingly, 

IHS is not required to recognize (much less to pay) any “direct” contract support costs. 

The problem with this formulation is that it finds no support in the statute.  To the 

contrary, §§450j-1(a)(2) and (3) apply universally to all program funds transferred under a 

funding agreement.  The word “recurring” appears nowhere in the contract support cost 

provisions of §450j-1, which only makes sense since funding agreements routinely include both 

“recurring” and one-time (or “non-recurring”) funds.98  Whether contracted funds are “recurring” 

funds, are non-recurring funds for a short-lived project, or are funds that may be re-calculated 

each year (as is the case with MSPI and DVPI funds), Congress mandated in the ISDA that 

contract support costs—without qualification—“shall be added” to the contract amount.99   

Indeed, even the IHS Manual (which includes internal agency policy on the issue of contract 

support costs) does not contain an exclusion for so-called “non-recurring” (or one-time) program 

                                                      
97 Decision Letter at 13.   
 
98 §458aaa-4(d)(2)(B); Olson Decl. ¶6. 
 
99 §450j-1(a)(2).  See also 458aa-7(c) (noting, without qualification, that “[t]he Secretary shall provide … 
contract support costs specified under [§450j-1(a)]”). 
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funds.100   

In short, the notion that a tribal contractor is entitled to “indirect” contract support costs 

associated with carrying out an MSPI- or DVPI-funded initiative, but is not entitled to “direct” 

contract support costs associated with these same initiatives, is entirely of the agency’s own 

invention, makes no sense, and is contrary to the ISDA’s categorical rule on the issue.  Just as 

the agency was liable to the Cherokee Nation for both direct and indirect contract support costs 

associated with various IHS-funded recurring and non-recurring activities,101 so too, here, IHS is 

responsible for paying both categories of contract support costs.  IHS’s invention of a ‘recurring 

program exception’ to the ISDA’s “direct” contract support cost mandate is not based upon 

“controlling legal authority” and cannot be sustained by “clear and convincing evidence.”  The 

Director has therefore acted unlawfully in denying SCF “direct” contract support costs associated 

with the MSPI and DVPI funds, and SCF is entitled to the award of a contract amendment at the 

direct contract support cost levels stated in its proposal. 

                                                      
100 The IHS Manual treats “direct” contract support costs as “recurring” costs because they are expected 
to be at the same level each year that the underlying program is contracted.  In contrast, the Manual treats 
“indirect” costs as non-recurring because they must be recalculated each year depending upon the 
contractor’s new indirect cost rate.  IHS Manual 6.3.2.D–E.  These labels are beside the point at issue 
here: if the underlying program ceases, be it the MSPI initiative or the entire Alaska Native Medical 
Center complex, “direct” contract support costs will cease too, despite their so-called “recurring” label.  
See §450j-1(b)(2)(E) (cutting off payment rights when appropriations cease).  The Manual’s classification 
of some contract support costs as “recurring,” done for IHS’s convenience, thus has nothing to do with 
tribal contractor’s right to contract support costs.  See Ramah Navajo Sch. Bd., Inc. v. Babbitt, 87 F.3d 
1338, 1344 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (the ISDA withholds from the agency any delegated authority from Congress 
to limit tribal contractor rights to contract support costs). 
 
101 Cherokee Nation, 543 U.S. at 636 (discussing the government’s duty to pay “relevant contract support 
costs” which include both “indirect” and “direct”). 
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B. IHS’s Errs In The Assertion That A Tribe’s Right To Contract Support 
Costs Is Limited To Costs Which Are “Incurred.”  

 
Last, the Director supports her Decision by the peculiar—and incorrect—assertion that 

her rejection of SCF’s “direct” contract support costs is supported by her view that contract 

support costs are limited to “incurred” costs which the agency then reimburses.102 

This assertion is wrong for multiple reasons.  First, it would mean there is no right to any 

up-front contract support cost payments, since the amount a contractor “actually incur[s]” cannot 

be known until the contract year is over and audits are thereafter completed.  Contract support 

costs would only be due after the fact, based upon those audits; and if the absence of funds paid 

during the contract year meant certain costs were never incurred, no contract support costs would 

later be due.  That kind of logic cannot survive the ISDA’s provisions mandating that contract 

support costs “shall be added”103 to the program funds and paid, in “full,” “[u]pon the approval 

of a self-determination contract . . . .”104  It cannot survive the Act’s mandate that “the Secretary 

shall transfer to the Indian tribe all funds provided for in the funding agreement,” and (by SCF’s 

contract terms requiring one lump-sum payment) “not later than 10 days after the apportionment 

of such funds by the Office of Management and Budget to the Department . . . .”105  It cannot 

survive the statutory mandate requiring undisputed contract amounts be paid immediately, 

notwithstanding a pending declination or rejection.106 

                                                      
102 Decision Letter at 14. 
 
103 §450j-1(a)(2). 
 
104 §450j-1(g). 
 
105 §458aaa-7(a). 
 
106 §450f(a)(4); §458aaa-6(c)(1)(D). 
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Second, the notion that the contract support cost component of SCF’s compact is, in 

essence, a cost-reimburseable component is contrary to the ISDA’s provision that, once funds are 

paid, a contractor may “reallocate or redirect funds for such [contracted] programs, services, 

functions, and activities (or portions thereof) in any manner which the Indian tribe deems to be in 

the best interest of the health and welfare of the Indian community being served”107 (such as 

redirecting any un-spent contract support funds to MSPI drug treatment services).  Along similar 

lines, it is contrary to the ISDA’s direction that unspent funds can be carried over to the next 

year, rather than paid back to the agency.108   

Third, the notion that contract support costs are limited to “actually incur[red]” costs is 

contrary to Congress’s very decision to authorize money damages when funds are not paid,109 

and when, because of that non-payment, the costs were actually not incurred.110 

Finally, the Director is simply wrong that either the ISDA or the Ramah decision limits 

contract support costs to “incurred costs.”  With respect to the ISDA, subsection 450j-1(a)(2), 

added to the ISDA in 1988,111 contains no such limitation.  Subsection 450j-1(a)(3), added to the 

                                                                                                                                                                           
 
107 §458aaa-5(e). 
 
108 §458aaa-7(i). 
 
109 The Ramah and Cherokee cases are ready examples. 
 
110 See S. REP. NO. 100-274, at *37-38 (1987) (explaining at length Congress’s conclusion that a 
limitation of remedies to “incurred” costs “is an unacceptable argument.”)  Compare id., with §450j-
1(a)(5) and §450j-1(a)(6) (limiting two special subcategories of contract support costs not at issue here to 
“incurred” costs). 
 
111 Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act Amendments of 1988, Pub. L. No. 100-472, 
§205, 102 Stat. 2285, 2292 (1988). 
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ISDA in 1994,112 does add that contract support costs must “include” certain incurred costs, but 

to borrow from another statutory regime, “‘[t]he word ‘includes’ is usually a term of 

enlargement, and not of limitation.’”113  That principle is surely correct here—Congress made 

sure that the Secretary’s contract support cost payments must include certain “incurred” costs—

but it is also entirely consistent with the larger principle that the contract price is not limited to 

such costs.  As for the Ramah decision, the Director errs in finding a holding embedded in a 

general description of the issue presented.114  The Ramah case never litigated, much less 

addressed, what does and does not qualify as contract support costs, and concerned only the 

government’s liability for agreed-upon costs.115 

CONCLUSION 

In sum, on all scores the Director’s August 7, 2013 Decision falls far short of the 

extraordinarily high standard Congress set to sustain an agency rejection of a tribal contractor’s 

final offer.  The Director’s reading of the pertinent statutory provisions is even more deficient 

when it is recalled that the statute mandates a rule of liberal construction favoring the transfer of 

programs and funds to the Tribes.116  “The Government, in effect, must demonstrate that its 

                                                      
112 Indian Self-Determination Act Amendments of 1994, Pub. L. No. 103-413, §102(14)(C), 108 Stat. 
4250, 4257-58 (1994). 
 
113 Burgess v. United States, 553 U.S. 124, 131 n.3 (2008) (quoting 2A Singer § 47:7, p. 305). 
 
114 Decision Letter at 14 (discussing statement in Ramah, 132 S. Ct. at 2186, that “ISDA mandates that 
the Secretary shall pay the full amount of ‘contract support costs’ incurred by tribes in performing their 
contracts”). 
 
115 Ramah, 132 S. Ct. at 2187 (noting the Secretary had only paid “between 77% and 92% of tribes’ 
aggregate contract support costs”). 
 
116 §§458aaa-11(a), (f). 
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reading [of the ISDA] is clearly required by the statutory language.”117  This, the government 

cannot do here. 

For the foregoing reasons, the Director’s August 7, 2013 Decision constitutes a legally 

insufficient rejection of SCF’s proposed contract amendments to add the MSPI and DVPI funds, 

and to include SCF’s stated “indirect” and “direct” contract support cost requirements associated 

with those funds.  If, as the ISDA commands, a proposed contract amendment that was never 

timely declined or rejected must be awarded as proposed,118 a fortiori a proposed contract 

amendment that was illegally rejected must be awarded, too.  Since SCF has established a 

substantial likelihood of success on its claims that the Director has acted unlawfully in failing to 

approve the contract amendments, SCF’s motion for a preliminary injunction should be granted.  

Respectfully submitted this 21st day of August 2013. 

SONOSKY, CHAMBERS, SACHSE,  
     MILLER & MUNSON, LLP 

 
       s/ Lloyd B. Miller 

By:        
Lloyd B. Miller 
Alaska Bar No. 7906040 

 
900 West Fifth Avenue, Suite 700 
Anchorage, Alaska  99501 
Telephone: (907) 258-6377 
Facsimile: (907) 272-8332 
Lloyd@sonosky.net 
 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Southcentral Foundation 

 

                                                      
117 Ramah, 132 S. Ct. at 2191 (interpreting materially identical provisions of Title I). 
 
118 See Seneca Nation, 2013 WL 2255208 at *9. 
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Certificate of Service 
 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing PLAINTIFF’S MEMORANDUM 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR  
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION was served: 
 
on the 21st day of August 2013 via U.S. Mail 
Certified Return Receipt Requested upon:  
 
Karen L. Loeffler 
U.S. Attorney  
Office of the U.S. Attorney, District of Alaska   
222 West 7th Avenue, #9, Room 253 
Anchorage, Alaska  99513-7567 
 
Eric Holder 
Attorney General 
United States Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20530-0001 
 
Yvette Roubideaux, Director 
Indian Health Service 
800 Thompson Avenue, TMP 450 
Rockville, MD 20852 
 
and on the 22nd day of August 2013 via  
hand-delivery upon:  
 
Karen L. Loeffler 
U.S. Attorney  
Office of the U.S. Attorney, District of Alaska   
222 West 7th Avenue, #9, Room 253 
Anchorage, Alaska  99513-7567 
 
s/ Lloyd B. Miller 
      
Lloyd B. Miller 
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